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Introduction 

The United States is in the middle of a renewed debate on antitrust policy. Although most 

antitrust experts favor keeping some form of the current policy, perhaps with slightly firmer 

enforcement around the edges, a growing number of policy advisors and elected officials favor 

radical changes that would target firms simply for the sin of bigness. They allege that rising 

concentration in most markets has given a growing number of firms significant market power 

that harms not just the economy, but broader society as well. Lax antitrust enforcement has 

supposedly led to diverse harms such as the stagnation in wages, fewer startups, increased 

political influence, and reduced innovation. 

The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation recently began a Monopoly Myths 

series examining some of the specific claims put forward by advocates of radically 

restructuring antitrust law, including claims regarding higher profits and markups.1 In most 

cases we find that the empirical evidence behind these claims is weaker than claimed. In 

other cases, the casual relationships are speculative. In still others, the claim is downright 

wrong.2 Although some of the broader issues, such as privacy and political power, raise 

important social concerns, these have several causes and antitrust policy is not an effective 

response. Broader social policies are needed. 

Two of the most important claims are that profits and markups are rising in many industries.3 

These trends purportedly have been enabled by widespread increases in market 

concentration and resultant declines in competition. The popular press has published a 

multitude of articles and op-eds repeating this argument. These rely on several academic 

papers that purport to show significant rises in both profits and markups since the 1980s.  

On closer inspection, however, both claims appear weaker than asserted. Profits have indeed 

risen from the turn of the century until a few years ago. However, they are still below the levels 

of the 1960s, when antitrust enforcement was much stricter; increases in non-financial 

domestic profits have been minimal; and they have been falling for several years. Markups 

are more difficult to measure and interpret. However, given the limited increase in profits, it 

seems likely that much of any increase is due to the growth in intangible capital (which is not 

included in markup measures and which makes it appear that markups over costs have gone 

up), rather than to market power. In these conditions, it is possible for a firm to have high 

markups but zero profits.  

Getting these issues right is important, for if there is a structural increase in profits and in 

firms’ ability to raise prices, this raises important issues for antitrust policy and casts doubt 

on the entire antitrust consensus of the last half century. On the other hand, if most of this is 

a tempest in a teacup, which it appears to be, it suggests that radical reform of antitrust 

practice is not needed. 
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Popular Claims Regarding Markups and Profits 

Central to the thesis of America’s antitrust problem is the claim that markups and profits are 

increasing. Basic economic theory states that in a perfect market prices would not exceed 

marginal costs and company profits would not exceed their normal cost of capital. (Thankfully 

we don’t live in that world, because if we did there would be little to no innovation). If one firm 

gains market power, however, it will be able to raise prices above marginal cost and increase 

profits. This has two effects. First, the higher price transfers some welfare from consumers to 

the firm. Second, the higher prices push other consumers out of the market, making society 

worse off. The ultimate source of harm is the increase in prices. Without an increase we would 

have to wonder whether consumers are suffering any harm.4 And yet, general inflation has 

been well under the Federal Reserve’s target of two percent for several years, even as the 

economy expanded. 

In 2016 The Economist wrote that among S&P 500 firms, domestic profits (excluding foreign 

earnings) were at near-record levels relative to GDP.5 Former Clinton Administration Labor 

Secretary, Robert Reich believes recent changes in the economy have “resulted in higher 

corporate profits, higher returns for shareholders, and higher pay for top corporate executives 

and Wall Street bankers — and lower pay and higher prices for most other Americans.”6 Liberal 

economist Joseph Stiglitz wrote “we live in an economy where a few firms can get for 

themselves massive amounts of profits and persist in their dominant position for years and 

years.”7 In 2016 Paul Krugman wrote that “profits are at near-record highs.”8  

Similar claims have been made regarding markups. Bonnie Kavoussi of the Washington 

Center for Equitable Growth wrote “markups and corporate profits have been on the rise since 

the 1980s.”9 Stiglitz claims: “There has been an increase in the market power and 

concentration of a few firms in industry after industry, leading to an increase in prices relative 

to costs (in mark-ups). This lowers the standard of living every bit as much as it lowers workers’ 

wages.”10 

 

Concentration Is Not at Extreme Levels 

As part of its Monopoly Myths series ITIF looked at whether market concentration is actually 

increasing as much as antitrust critics complain.11 One has to be careful to define the correct 

market, which is often much smaller than the 6-digit definitions provided by the North 

American Industry Classification System (“NAICS”). ITIF’s report found that, when measured 

at the national level, concentration in about two-thirds of industries has increased from 2002 

to 2012 (the latest federal data available). But in most of those industries it remains 

significantly below levels that would normally trigger antitrust scrutiny.12 For example, the 

combined market share of the top 4 firms in the packaging machinery manufacturing industry 

(NAICS 333993) increased by almost 30 percent during that time period. But the actual 
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increase was from 24 percent of the market to 31 percent. If all of the top 4 firms were the 

same size, each would have only a 7.5 percent market share. Other studies have found that 

local concentration in many industries, which is often the most relevant market for 

consumers, has actually fallen.13 Finally, it is possible that greater competition is leading to 

greater concentration rather than the reverse, as explained below.14 

 

Profits Have Increased Only Modestly 

Determining whether claims about profits are true is not an easy exercise. Economist Susanto 

Basu warns “profits are notoriously hard to calculate.”15 The federal government only provides 

data on profits as a share of GDP and by industry and firm size. It does not provide firm-level 

data on either revenues or costs. Even when firm-specific data exists, calculating profits 

requires a number of important assumptions. The most difficult involves separating the 

normal return to capital from pure profits, especially since the former depends on the 

riskiness of the investment, which is itself difficult to measure, and changes by industry and 

over time.16 Moreover, there are multiple ways to measure profits.  

Nonetheless, when looking at actual profits over time, the story of rampant and growing 

monopoly does not hold up. Figure 1 shows pre-tax domestic nonfinancial profits as a percent 

of GDP after adjusting for inventory and capital consumption. This is the best measure for 

several reasons. Pre-tax income shows the total profits companies earn in the marketplace. 

Its trend is not directly influenced by changes in tax policy. Foreign profits are not relevant 

because any increase in market power within domestic markets would only affect domestic 

profits. If foreign profits are rising because of a lack of competition abroad, that is a problem 

for foreign antitrust officials. I also exclude financial firms due to their volatility, heavily 

regulated nature, and ability to extract rents.  

In fact, the trendline for domestic, non-financial profits is down from the 1950s, and since the 

1980s it has fluctuated around 6 percent, falling from the recent peak in 2013. In other 

words, profits are below the levels when antitrust policy was characterized by more aggressive 

cases, such as Brown Shoe and Vons Grocery. The fact that profits do not appear to be 

spiraling out of control brings into question whether market power has allowed firms to raise 

markups significantly. 
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Figure 1: Corporate profits as a percentage of GDP before tax and after inventory and capital 

consumption adjustments.17 

 

But maybe large firms are using market power to take profits away from their smaller rivals. 

Tax data casts doubt on this theory. If companies were using market power to increase profits, 

we would expect larger firms to have higher profit margins. But data from the Internal Revenue 

Service shows that between 1994 to 2013 (the latest data available) net income as a share 

of total receipts grew 10 percent faster for firms with less than $5 million in revenue than it 

did for firms with over $500 million in receipts.18 

 

Mark Up Studies are Flawed  

Markups – the price charged over the marginal cost of production – present an even greater 

problem. Economist Chad Syverson wrote: “Markups are difficult to measure directly. They 

require information not just on prices but on hard-to-observe marginal costs.”19 There can be 

great uncertainty about what costs are marginal as opposed to fixed. Marginal price also 

varies by quantity and individual firm, and depends on the correct measurement of intangible 

investment. Basu notes that: “different assumptions and methods of implementation lead to 

quite different conclusions regarding the levels and trends of markups… Existing methods 

cannot determine whether markups have been stable or whether they have risen modestly 

over the past several decades.”20 Moreover, if over time more firms and industries increase 

their fixed costs as a share of total production costs, then markups would be expected to 

increase even in highly competitive markets. Finally, economist Steven Berry faulted recent 

studies on markups for employing an outdated analytical approach in which market structure 

determines outcomes, rather than newer models from industrial organization theory.21 
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Nevertheless, a number of prominent academic papers claim to find significant increases in 

both profits and markups over the last few decades. Economists Jan De Loecker, Jan 

Eeckhout & Gabriel Unger looked at company-level data on all publicly traded firms to 

measure both markups and profitability in the United States from 1955 to the present.22 They 

argue that beginning in 1980, the average profit rate (sales minus all costs as a percent of 

sales) increased from 1 percent to 8 percent.23 The paper also asserts that aggregate 

markups rose from 21 percent of marginal cost in 1980 to an astounding 61 percent in 

2016.24   

Leaving aside the fact that the average rate of profit was closer to 11 percent in 2016 (making 

one wonder where the 61-percent markups went), this widely cited study has also been widely 

criticized. Economist Tyler Cowen points out that, if profits are defined as the difference 

between market prices and the marginal cost of production (essentially markup), businesses 

with high fixed costs and significant economies of scale can have large “profits” and still lose 

money.25 Rohan Shah noted that the authors used accounting data to estimate their models, 

which is different than economic data. Even if economic profits are zero because of stiff 

competition, a firm may still show a profit in its accounts.26 Basu points out that the model 

used to achieve these results produces implausible estimates for other economic variables. 

For example, it implies that adding more capital to a process actually decreases output.27 

Economist Chad Syverson examines De Loecker’s figures and finds that, even if profits were 

zero in 1980, the finding that pure profit rates increased from 1 percent to 8 percent, implies 

that corporations were able to convert 25 percent of all sales revenue into profits in 2016, 

leaving only 75 percent to cover all costs, including labor.28 This is much higher than most 

estimates. For example, in 2016 corporate profits as a share of net value added was only 

17.7 percent.  

In an earlier version of their paper, DeLoecker & Eeckhout provide data on a few companies, 

but these examples make little sense.29 GE’s markups supposedly increased by 44 percent 

between 1980 and 2014, even as its profit rate went down by 8.2 percentage points.30 

Meanwhile, Apple and Wal-Mart, which are often accused of having significant market power, 

saw their markups decline slightly over the same period. This gets to the key problem with the 

markup studies: the growth of intangible capital.   

Gauti Eggertsson and his colleagues used national and firm-level data to estimate changes to 

the share of corporate income going to profits since 1985. Initially, the pure profit share in 

excess of the normal cost of capital was only 3 percent of total income, with 63 percent of 

income going to labor and another 26 percent to capital (taxes took 8 percent). By 2015 the 

pure profit share had risen to 17 percent, while the labor and capital shares fell to 57 and 17 

percent respectively (taxes rose to 9 percent).31 Eggertsson also found an increase in markups 

over the last 40 years, although much smaller than those found by De Loecker & Eeckhout. 

In their baseline case, markups increased from roughly 1.1 to 1.2 between 1987 and 2015. 
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Despite this modest increase, they attribute to it an increase in concentration and profits and 

a fall in the share of income going to labor.32  

Simcha Barkai estimated that between 1984 and 2014 according to the trend line, the share 

of total value added going to pure profit increased from -5.6 to 7.9 percent, a rise of 13.5 

percentage points or over $1.2 trillion in 2014.33 But obviously pure profits cannot be negative 

for very long since it implies that the owners of capital are not even covering all of their costs. 

Some rise in the rate was therefore inevitable. 

Besides mismeasurement, higher profits and markups might be due to an increase in 

competition rather than its decline. A number of studies support this thesis. Economists David 

Autor et al. used data from the U.S. Economic Census going back to 1982.34 They concluded 

that globalization and new technologies have increased competition within a number of 

industries. This in turn has pushed sales toward the most productive firms, which have lower 

costs and therefore higher markups. These benefits did not extend to the majority of firms in 

an industry because they did not have the lower cost structure from innovation and 

productivity. Median markups were flat or even falling. They also noted that these “superstar” 

firms tended to become more specialized within their industry, rather than trying to expand 

into other markets. The same trend occurred in Europe, which has more aggressive antitrust 

enforcement. 

A recent study by the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) provides further support. Looking 

at a large number of industries in different countries, it also found a consistent record of rising 

markups in developed countries, about 8 percent since 2000.35 For most country/industry 

pairs, higher markups were associated with more innovation. The 10 percent of firms with the 

highest markups were 30 percent more productive and relied 30 percent more on hard-to-

measure intangible assets.36 Undervaluing these assets would produce inflated markups. All 

these correlations are consistent with causes other than market power, especially with the 

theory that international competition has increased, as some firms become more productive, 

partly by increasing their investment in intangible assets. These costs are often omitted from 

markups. Again, the fact that similar increases are occurring within other countries indicates 

that this is due to changes in global economic markets rather than changes in national 

antitrust enforcement. Within the United States, markups were driven mainly by a shift of 

market share within industries, reflecting in part “a growth-enhancing reallocation of 

resources away from low-markup, low-productivity firms toward high-markup, high-productivity 

counterparts.”37 The study found little evidence that pro-competition policies had weakened. 

This is especially true because the study weighted firms’ markups by firm revenue when 

calculating aggregate markups. If higher competition caused consumers to move away from 

firms with low-markups and toward innovative firms with higher markups because the latter 

provided more valuable products, then the industry markup will rise even if no company 

changes its individual markup.  
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Conclusion 

The new “anti-monopoly movement” is based on a fundamental skepticism and even 

antagonism towards large firms. To achieve their goal of having fewer large firms and more 

mid-sized and small ones, the neo-Brandeisians must make a case that there is a problem. 

Without a serious problem, what’s the logic for overthrowing 50 years of antitrust doctrine? 

The key problems they assert are concentration, profits, and markups. In fact, a closer 

analysis suggests that none of these have increased in any significant way. 

Although claims of greater concentration and higher profits and markups are common, the 

evidence is not compelling. Concentration has been rising in some industries, but in few to 

problematic levels. Moreover, it may be due to greater competition, not less. Profits as a share 

of value added have not been rising in the last five years or so and are below historic levels. 

The story of rising markups is even more problematic with most of that coming from an 

increase in intangible capital and business structure. Taken together, this evidence is certainly 

not enough to justify overthrowing the existing consensus on maximizing overall economic 

welfare (often referred to as the Consumer Welfare Standard) and bringing back a regime akin 

to the 1950s and 60s’ focus on conduct/structure/performance. 
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